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• What is R?
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• Benefits
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• How can it help you?
• Useful packages
• Real world insurance examples

What is R?
• R is a powerful programming language used frequently used for data
analysis, prediction modeling, and data visualization.

R is Open Source
Open Source Software (OSS) generally
means that the source code is made
available with a license which provides the
rights to:
> Examine
> Modify
> Redistribute

Benefits of OSS like R:
• Powerful (14,924+ Packages on CRAN!)
• Inexpensive (R is free)
• Speed to Market (use the latest & greatest libraries)
• Security (R is transparent)
• Community (it’s friendly)

R code can be “packaged” and shared with others
ggplot()
filter()

mutate()

write_csv()

R Language

R packages

functions

R can be used to create a lot of Data Products

rmarkdown Demo

In summary, R is…
• A powerful tool
• Becoming easier to learn
• Gaining more & more momentum in the insurance industry
• Useful for data wrangling, analysis, visualization, reproducible reporting, interactive
applications, APIs ….
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Basics

Multiple Tools to Make R Work

R Markdown
(.rmd)
R Script
(.r)

R Studio

R

Markdown Report
(.html,.pdf,.docx)
Graphs/Plots
Data Objects

Packages

Optional: Rproject

Rproject
• Organizes Files
• References a single
directory
• Movable
• Usable by Multiple Users
• Helps rmarkdown deal
with a “working directory”

RStudio

Scripts
Console
6
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Environment

R Basic Structure

Objects

Vectors

Lists

Functions

Expressions

R Basic Structure – Object Classes

Vectors

numeric
complex
logical
character
factor
raw

Lists

list
matrix
array
data.frame
*data.table

Functions

Expressions

function

formulae
(in
general,
don’t worry
about
expression
s)

Packages

What is an R Package?
• A collection of:
– Functions (computer code)
• In R or another language
– Datasets
– Help Files
– Documentation
• Possibly including “vignettes” (user guides)

install.packages(“packageName”)
library(packageName) –OR- require(packageName)
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There are “Actuarial” Packages
• Example: actuar
– These tend to be P&C-centric
– May simply combine common statistical distribution functions
• survival very useful for Cox models!

11
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Heavy Hitter Packages
•
•
•
•

data.table – fast (written in C) handling of large data objects; some syntax sugar
tidyverse – (more to come) Can make data wrangling user-friendly
ggplot2 – Robust graphics; Standard ‘grammar of graphics’
glmnet – take your glm to the next level with regularization!

• doParallel – for advanced use, allows parallel processing

12
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Use Case

All code available on github!

https://github.com/hanewinckel/AnnualMeeting2019-R101

pdf of rmarkown report also contains links to cheat sheets:
https://rstudio.com/resources/cheatsheets/

Mortality Analysis

Goals:
• Read Data (Review)
• Clean Data (Review)
• Analyze Data
• (and show it to your boss!)
• Basic Modelling – Basis Adjustments

15
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Data
Publicly available ILEC data from 2009-2015 Experience Report:
https://www.soa.org/resources/research-reports/2019/2009-2015-individual-life-mortality/

For speed, we will use a subset (1MM) of rows:
pth <- 'C:/<File Path>/ILEC_2009-15 Data 20180601.txt‘
dat <- fread(pth,stringsAsFactors = TRUE,
nrows=1000000,check.names = TRUE)
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Read Speed
• To show the speed advantage of data.table over “base” R:
• Base R:
temp <- Sys.time()
invisible(read.csv(pth,header=TRUE,stringsAsFactors = TRUE,
nrows = 1000000))
print("read.csv time: "); print(Sys.time()-temp)
## read.csv time: Time difference of 1.079535 mins

• data.table
temp <- Sys.time()
invisible(fread(pth,stringsAsFactors = TRUE,nrows = 1000000))
print("fread time: "); print(Sys.time()-temp)
## fread time: Time difference of 2.733488 secs
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Data Wrangling

Rename Columns
• Not Trivial! Should be:
– easy to remember/type
– descriptive
setnames(dat,'Number.of.Deaths','Deaths')
setnames(dat,'Policies.Exposed','Exposure')
invisible(sapply(names(dat),
function(x) setnames(dat,x,gsub('\\.','',x))))
#Get names of fields
names(dat)
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Remove/Clean Bad Data
#Show rows with no exposure
dat[Exposure==0,.N]
## [1] 6979
dat[AmountExposed==0,.N]
## [1] 6979
#Fix Rows with No Exposure
dat <- dat[Exposure > 0 & AmountExposed >0]

20
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Remove/Clean Bad Data
#Quantify non-level or unknown term products
table(dat$SOAGuaranteedLevelTermPeriod)

• #Remove non-level Term
• dat <- dat[!SOAGuaranteedLevelTermPeriod %in% c('Unknown','Not Level
Term')]
• #Verfy Removal
• table(dat$SOAGuaranteedLevelTermPeriod)
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Plotting

ggplot2 – grammar of graphics
• Cheat Sheet: https://github.com/rstudio/cheatsheets/raw/master/data-visualization-2.1.pdf
Format Data
Data must be ‘plottable’ (formatted like your desired plot)

plotMeSimple <dat[,.(Deaths=sum(Deaths),EDvbt15=sum(ExpectedDeathQX2015VBTbyPolicy),
AEcount=sum(Deaths)/sum(ExpectedDeathQX2015VBTbyPolicy),
Exposure=sum(Exposure)),
by=AttainedAge][order(AttainedAge)]
#Note - I did not "need" [order(AttainedAge)], but it can be nice to have data
ordered!
plotMeComplex <dat[,.(Deaths=sum(Deaths),EDvbt15=sum(ExpectedDeathQX2015VBTbyPolicy),
AEcount=sum(Deaths)/sum(ExpectedDeathQX2015VBTbyPolicy),
Exposure=sum(Exposure)),
by=.(Duration,Gender,SmokerStatus,InsurancePlan)]
23
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ggplot2 - Simple

24
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ggplot(data=plotMeComplex,aes(x=Duration,y=AEcount,
size=Exposure,color=SmokerStatus)) +

ggplot2 - Complex

geom_point() +
facet_grid(Gender~InsurancePlan)+
coord_cartesian(ylim=c(0,2)) +
geom_hline(yintercept=1,color='red',linetype='dashed')
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Modelling

Special Model Application!
• This is not a “modelling” 101
– Still: this is what many users want to do
• So here’s a trick….
– Make a given basis your “offset” term
– Model will use your basis much like a “prior”
– Model results tell how to “adjust” model!

so for a glm model:

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 = ln(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)

model <- glm(Deaths ~ (AttainedAge + Duration + Gender + SmokerStatus)^2,
data=dat, offset=log(ExpectedDeathQX2015VBTbyPolicy),family='poisson')
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Testing/Training
• can use random numbers (runif())
• caret package used below

#Split Test/Train
trainingRows <- createDataPartition(dat$AttainedAge,p=.7,list=FALSE)
dat[,Set:='Testing']
dat[trainingRows,Set:='Training']
model <- glm(Deaths ~ (AttainedAge + Duration + Gender + SmokerStatus)^2,
data=dat[Set==‘Training’],
offset=log(ExpectedDeathQX2015VBTbyPolicy),family='poisson')

28
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Analyze Result

29
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Final Thought

This is a simplified view of the modelling and analysis process.
This was to give an “R101”.
As your skills develop, you will add to your modelling and development
toolkits!
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1 Introduction

Introduction and objectives
A deep-dive into common R concepts and specific code samples will provide
you an expanded toolset to deploy in your day-to-day work
TIDYVERSE
Introduction to the R
tidyverse

1

Key libraries and
functionality

CASE STUDY

2

3

© Oliver Wyman

Mortality experience study
example
Sample code with distinct
“lessons learned”

R RESOURCES
Resources for R
development

5

2 Tidyverse

Introduction to the tidyverse
The examples in this presentation center around the tidyverse suite of R
packages
Powerful integrated
workflow
Common worksteps within typical
data analysis exercises are well
supported:
• Importing data
• Tidying data

Consistent design
Across multiple dimensions, the
tidyverse is designed to be
internally consistent:
• Use of ‘tidy’ data

• Transforming data

• Pipes

• Modeling
• Presentation and visualization

• Uniformity in structures
‘under the hood’

Popular
The tidyverse is both very popular and well supported, granting access to a
wealth of training resources and a wide support network

© Oliver Wyman
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Key libraries
Three tidyverse libraries underpin the examples in this presentation
Data manipulation
dplyr

Key verbs (select, filter,
mutate, group) enable a
robust data wrangling toolkit
Benefits significantly from
the use of pipes as a part of
the tidyverse philosophy
Makes significant use of
‘tibble’ data structures, an
alternative to traditional
data.frames

© Oliver Wyman

Time and date
lubridate

Pipes
magrittr

Increases the readability of
code into natural processes
Analogy to Power Query /
Microsoft BI
Key tidyverse packages are
designed to work well with
pipes
Cuts down the number of
intermediate variables

Powerful tools are available
to parse, set, and perform
often frustrating date and
time calculations with ease
Complex considerations of
leap days, daylight savings,
time zones, and other
quirks are handed out-ofthe-box

8

Code example: Piping

Key functionality

Sample code

1.
1

The magrittr library, which is bundled with
tidyverse packages, enables pipe operators
Simple pipes:
x %>% f is equivalent to f(x)
x %>% f(y) is equivalent to f(x, y)
x %>% f(y, .) is equivalent to f(y, x)

2

3

2. Compatibility with pipe-based workflows is a
basic principle in the tidyverse and functions in
key libraries such as dplyr and ggplot2 work
seamlessly with pipes
3. Pipes offer significant advantages over
alternative workflows in terms of code readability
and access

© Oliver Wyman
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2 Case study

Overview of the case
Each step of the mortality experience study process has distinct challenges
for R to resolve
Present results
• Assess results
by flexible
cohorts

Calculate exposures and
mortality
• Exposure calculations require
significant processing, including
date and time calculations
• Mortality rates must be properly
derived
• Large volumes of calculations
need to be performed
.

Process inforce data
• Data from a variety of
formats need to be
“cleaned”
• The process should
be repeatable and
self documenting

© Oliver Wyman
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Processing inforce data

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

• Data comes from a variety of sources
(databases, text, csv, etc.) in formats which may
not be consistent

• R has a robust toolkit of flexible and
parameterizable functions for the importing of
data from all sources

• The processing of dates can be cumbersome and
error prone

• Powerful date and time processing functions are
available out-of-the-box
• R allows the raw data, processing mechanism,
and post-processed outcomes to be separated to
support fully auditable and repeatable workflows
• Data can be easily transformed into data
structures which support processing and storage

© Oliver Wyman
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Example code: Importing data

Sample code

Key functionality

1

1.

Installed R libraries can be loaded into
sessions for easy access, but functions in
libraries can also be called directly without
loading

2.

R has a wealth of read functions from various
libraries; these functions generally have
powerful parameters to help interpret data from
different formats

3.

The dply::bind_* functions are used to
combine different sets of data

2

3

2

Sample input

© Oliver Wyman

Sample output
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Example code: Cleaning, consolidating, and saving data

Sample code

Key functionality

2

1

2

1.

The dply::mutate function is one of the most
important ‘verbs’ and is used to either modify
or create new variables

2.

The lubridate package allows dates to be
parsed intelligently from a variety of formats,
enabling powerful manipulation and
measurement functions

3.

Data in R can be easily output in a variety of
formats for use by external processes or to
leave an audit trail

3

Output

© Oliver Wyman
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Calculate exposures and mortality

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

• A large volume of inforce data will need to be
processed to calculate exposure accurately

• No time is wasted in manually managing rows or
shape of data

• The data will need to be validated to check for
faulty data and other limitations, such as the
study window

• All manipulations are flexible and can be
extended naturally

• For each exposure record, expected mortality
must be calculated

• Powerful tools exist to transform data into a tidy
format

• Mortality tables will need to be selected and
processed

© Oliver Wyman

• No limitation on the volume of data

• Faster processing compared to common
numerical tools, such as Excel
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Example code: Calculating actual mortality exposures

Key functionality

Sample code

1.

The dplyr::slice “verb” is used to select rows
by position, and is used here to create
repeated rows

2.

Through the use of pipes and the native ability
of dplyr verbs to stack parameters, a relatively
complex procedural set of data manipulations
can be presented and executed cleanly

3.

The dplyr::filter verb chooses rows based on
conditions, and is often an essential step in
data wangling exercises – the use of pipes
allows data filters to be easily embedded in
workflows

4.

The lubridate::interval function is one of
many functions available to process date and
time data – simple syntax masks powerful
functionality, such as awareness of leap years,
support for time zones, and accessible date
arithmetic functions

1

2

3

4

© Oliver Wyman
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Example code: Table reading and expected mortality

Key functionality

Sample code

1.

The tidyr::gather function is a key verb used
to transform data into the ‘tidy’ format used
across the tidyverse framework with ease,
simplifying the data analysis process

2.

The gsub function is a part of base R’s pattern
matching and replacement functionality which
can leverage regular expressions to perform
powerful and concise manipulations – this
flexible mechanic is lightly used here to extract
numerical information from strings

3.

The dply::left_join function is one among a
suite of generic functions to combine data sets

1
2
3

Output

© Oliver Wyman
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Present results

PROBLEM

• Analysis requires periodic reproduction of
summaries, graphs, and other forms of
presentation – often a time consuming and
repetitive process
• Limited visualization solutions for exotic graphics
exist within common tools such as Excel
• Documentation of sources of results and
numbers may be imperfect or overlooked during
time crunch; process may not be easily
repeatable or auditable

© Oliver Wyman

SOLUTION

• Summaries and graphs can be easily reproduced
with refreshed data
• The ggplot2 package from the tidyverse is an
extremely versatile and robust framework for
visualization and graphing
• R code is self documenting and all outputs are
reproducible

18

Example code: Grouping and summarizing

Key functionality

Sample code

1.

The dplyr library uses the ‘tibble’ data structure
that inherently contains support for grouping
levels

2.

The dplyr::summarise data allows a more
powerful and flexible deployment of aggregate
data – think dynamic Excel Pivot Tables

1

2

Output

© Oliver Wyman
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4 R resources

Publicly available resources
A wealth of educational resources is available as R is both popular and well
established in many fields
• Built-in training packages (Swirl)

Scan me!

• CRAN
OFFICIAL
SOURCES

• R cheat sheet for tidyverse packages (dplyr, lubridate, etc.)
• Free “R for Data Science” ebook https://r4ds.had.co.nz/
• “?” documentation
• Online training, both free and fee-based
(YouTube, LinkedIn Learning, Udemy,
DataCamp, Coursera, Lynda, etc.)

THIRD-PARTY
SOURCES

• Numerous certification courses available

• “Google it”
• Stack Exchange
• Kasa AI
COMMUNITY
© Oliver Wyman

• “Ask around the office”
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